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Work on U.S. 50 in Harvey County to start May 14

Mill and overlay projects on U.S. 50 in Harvey County are scheduled to begin May 14.

A $1,864,609 project west of the west city limits of Walton east to the Harvey/Marion county line will place a 1.5-inch overlay. During work at the bridge approaches, traffic signals will conduct traffic through that area. The travel way will be restricted to one 17-foot lane. A pilot car operation will be used for the overlay on the rest of the project.

A $1,190,091 project from the I-135 junction to west of Walton will place a 3-inch overlay. Before the overlay, workers will patch concrete pavement. Traffic will be reduced to one lane and conducted by pilot car through the work area.

APAC Kansas Inc. Shears Division of Hutchinson is the prime contractor for the project.
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